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A Note on the Asymptotic Number of Latin Rectangles
IVAR SKAU
The enumeration problem of Latin rectangles is formulated in terms of permanents, and two ‘hard’
inequalities of permanents are applied in a squeezing manner, both giving and suggesting asymptotic
formulas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The problem of determining an asymptotic solution for the number of Latin rectangles may
be attacked by two inequalities known as Minc’s conjecture and Van der Waerden’s conjecture.
We shall apply the same procedure as used in [1] on Latin squares, and we will also point out
how the result given there can be improved.
A k  n Latin rectangle is a k  n matrix in which each of the numbers 1; 2; : : : ; n occurs
exactly once in each row and at most once in each column. We shall denote by L.k; n/ the
number of kn Latin rectangles. The case k D 2 gives the familiar ‘proble`me des rencontres’,
as by putting the first row in (normalized) standard order, the second row may contain only the
permutations  without fixed points, i.e., .i/ 6D i , i D 1; 2; : : : ; n. Hence L.2; n/ D nWDn
where Dn is the derangement number for the ‘proble`me des rencontres’.
While L.3; n/ satisfies several recurrence relations [2], exact enumeration is difficult for
k > 3. However, attractive asymptotic formulas are known, provided k D o.n 12 /. Note
that L.2; n/ D .nW/Dn  .nW/2e−1. Riordan proved in 1944 [3] that L.3; n/  .nW/3e−3.
Supported by heuristic probabilistic considerations, this makes it a natural surmise that
L.k; n/  .nW/ke−.
k
2/ (1)
when n!1, while keeping k fixed.
By elaborate use of the principle of inclusion and exclusion Erdo¨s and Kaplansky [4] proved
(1) in 1946, not only for fixed k, but subject to the condition that k D o..ln n/ 32 /, while
making the conjecture that the actual break point for (1) to be valid occurs at k D n 13 . In
1951, Yamamoto [5] showed, by refinements of their method, that (1) holds for k D o.n 13 /.
Eventually, using the probabilistic machinery developed by Chen [6], Stein [7] proved in 1978
that
L.k; n/  .nW/ke−.k2/− k
3
6n (2)
for
k D o.n 12 /: (3)
(This also affirms that the threshold for (1) to hold occurs at k D n 13 .)
Armed with Minc’s inequality and Van der Waerden’s inequality, we shall prove here (2) for
k D o.. nln n /
1
2 /, which is slightly weaker than (3). On the other hand, it appears that Minc’s
inequality yields the result that L.k; n/ for k > n 12C", " > 0, increases too slowly for (2) to be
valid. However, before we can put the inequalities to work, the problem has to be formulated
in terms of permanents.
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2. THE METHOD
The natural way to count L.k; n/ is by the successive addition of rows; let ‘.r; n/ be an rn
Latin rectangle; adding the next .r C1/st row to obtain an .r C1/n Latin rectangle, we have
to cope with a standard problem of permutations with restricted positions for f1; 2; : : : ; ng.
When representing this (r th stage) problem on a square (restriction) board—with the elements
to be permuted as row heads and the positions as column heads—by putting a cross at a row–
column intersection to mark a restriction, there will be exactly r crosses in each row and each
column. Now, let A‘ be the associated matrix that has 0s in the restricted positions and 1s in
the other entries. The number of possibilities for adding a .r C1/st row to ‘.r; n/ is then given
by the permanent of A‘, i.e., per.A‘/.
We shall now prove that
nW

1− r
n
n  per.A‘/  .n − r/W nn−r : (4)
The right-hand side results from a straightforward application of Minc’s inequality [8, 9]. (Let
A be an n  n − .0; 1/ matrix with ri 1s in row i . Then per.A/ QniD1.ri W/1=ri .)
On the left-hand side we have applied Van der Waerden’s inequality [10–12], (per.A/  nW
nn
for a doubly stochastic n  n matrix A). Note that 1
n−r A‘ is a doubly stochastic matrix, i.e.
all row sums and column sums are 1. Hence, by the multilinearity of the permanent and Van
der Waerden’s inequality, per.A‘/ D .n − r/nper

1
n−r A‘

 .n − r/n nW
nn
D nW (1− r
n
n
.
Because (4) is valid for all r  n Latin rectangles ‘, we obtain
L.r; n/nW

1− r
n
n  L.r C 1; n/  L.r; n/.n − r/W nn−r ;
and hence recursively .L.1; n/ D nW/
.nW/k
k−1Y
rD1

1− r
n
n  L.k; n/  nW k−1Y
rD1
.n − r/W nn−r : (5)
3. ASYMPTOTIC RESULTS
We shall use Stirling’s formula in the following version: nW D p2nnC 12 e−nC 112nC Ann2 , where
An is bounded, see e.g., [13]. Applied to .n − r/W nn−r we obtain, after some calculations,
.n − r/W nn−r D nW (1− r
n
nC 12 .p2.n − r// rn−r e r.n−r/2 Bn , where Bn  C , C constant. In
conjunction with (5) this gives
1  L.k; n/
.nW/k Qk−1rD1 (1− rn n  exp
 k−1X
rD1
Er

D exp

O

k2
ln n
n − k

(6)
where Er D 12 ln.2/ rn−r C r2 ln.n−r/n−r C r.n−r/2 Bn C 12 ln
(
1− r
n

. Further we have
k−1Y
rD1

1− r
n
n D exp n k−1X
rD1
ln

1− r
n
!
D exp

−
k−1X
rD1
r − 1
2n
k−1X
rD1
r2 −    − 1
ini−1
k−1X
rD1
r i −   

D exp

−k.k − 1/
2
−

k3
6n
− k
2
4n
C k
12n

− k
4
12n2

1C O

1
k

C O

k5
n3

: (7)
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(Recall that Pk−1rD1 r i < kiC1iC1 .)
Now, if k D o
q
n
ln n

, k2 ln n
n−k−!n 0 and (6) and (7) gives (2).
On the other hand, if k > n 12C", " > 0, and k D o.n/, we have k2 ln n
n−k D o

k4
n2

, and
hence (6) and (7) tell us that L.k;n/
.nW/k drops too fast to zero to be  exp

− k.k−1/2 − k
3
6n

. (This
(threshold) result does not seem to be implicit in [7].)
Note that we applied the inequalities to quite special 0,1-permanents. Minor improvements
of Minc’s (and/or of Van der Waerden’s) inequality(-ies) for this kind of ‘homogeneous’
.0; 1/-permanents might push the asymptotic results past the threshold k D n 12 . The previous
discussion and (7) motivate the surmise that L.k; n/  .nW/k exp

−(k2− k36n C k24n − k412n2 
for k D o.n3=5/. More hazardously—believing that Minc’s inequality (or rather the right-hand
side inequality in (5)) is the one most amenable to improvements—one might even conjecture
that there exists an i0 > 3 (possibly1) such that
L.k; n/  .nW/k exp

−

k
2

− 1
2n
k−1X
rD1
r2 −    − 1
ini−1
k−1X
rD1
r i

(8)
for k D o

n
i
iC2

, i D 1; 2; : : : ; i0.
It is worth noting that k D o.n/ and k > n i−1i C", " > 0, implies that k2 ln n
n−k D o

kiC2
ni

,
and hence, in this case, it follows from (6) and (7) that L.k;n/
.nW/k drops too fast to zero for (8) to
be valid.
Latin squares. The asymptotic formula deduced in [1] for the Latin square .k D n/ case is
fL.n; n/g 1n2  e−2n .n!1/: (9)
A closer examination of (6) tells us that (9) can be considerably improved. First, note thatPn−1
rD1 r
ln.n−r/
n−r < ln n
R n−1
1
r
n−r dr D O.n.ln n/2/, and hence
Pn−1
rD1 Er D O.n.ln n/2/. Next,
we have 1
n
Pn−1
rD1 ln
(
1− r
n
 D 1
n
Pn−1
iD1 ln
i
n
D R 11=n ln x dx − n D −1C ln nn C 1n − n , where
0 <  < 1. Consequently,
Qn−1
rD1
(
1− r
n
n D expnPn−1rD1 ln (1− rn   D exp.−n2 C
O.n ln n//. Altogether, inserted into (6), we may deduce for arbitrary " > 0

L.n; n/
.nW/n
 1
n.ln n/2C"  e−
n
.ln n/2C" (10)
from which follows (by Stirling’s formula)
fL.n; n/g
1
n1C"  e−2n1−"nn1−" : (11)
However, the exponents in (10) and (11) neutralize quite large factors in L.n; n/, and
therefore there is still a long way to go to achieve a ‘clean’ asymptotic solution for the number
of Latin squares. To cite Louis Comtet [14]:
Estimates for ‘n when n ! 1 seem to be an extremely difficult combinatorial problem.
(‘n denotes the number of reduced Latin squares, ‘n D L.n;n/nW .) It should be noted that as k
increases (in the ‘row by row’ building strategy) to the same order of size as n, our inequalities
obviously become too weak to cope with this problem. For example, when k D n−1, Van der
Waerden’s inequality gives for an .n−1/n Latin rectangle ‘ that per.A‘/  nWnn 
p
2ne−n ,
while actually per.A‘/ D 1.
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